
  Market Observations - as of Dec. 17, 2021  

By Carl Jorgensen - For Objective Traders - For educational purposes only.  Not Financial Advice. 

 

Last week we saw a strong gap up and rally on Monday and Tuesday followed by a pause the rest of the 

week (ref. the S&P-500).  

This week began as the prior week’s pause continued on Monday. Tuesday saw strong selling that gave 

back a significant portion of the prior week’s gains.  Wednesday saw a pause in the morning until the 

Fed Meeting Notes were released 2 hours before the close that day. We saw a volatile reaction to the 

Fed with a strong rally up to the close. Thursday saw a small gap higher as if the post Fed rally would 

continue. That rally quickly failed in the first minutes and reversed to see strong selling nearly all day, 

taking back most of the prior day’s gains. The selling continued the first hour of Friday’s session before 

we saw a bounce and oscillations as the markets formed a Consolidation pattern on Friday as Quad 

Witching sorted out ‘Value’ for the period. 

We also saw wider range days that were well above average every day except for Monday this week. 

Overall this week we saw a decline that gave back most of the prior week’s gains.  

We also saw signs of a ‘Flight to Safety’ this week as we track Sector Rotation to reveal where money is 

flowing out of and into. As we look at the charts below, note what few sectors saw gains this week.  

Oil remained within a narrow range this week while Gold saw a dip and rally from Wednesday (post 

Fed) to early Friday. Volatility remained elevated most of this week with daily changes in direction or 

momentum.  

Next week is a shortened Holiday week with most US markets closed on Friday for Christmas. If in 

doubt, you can always check the web sites for the exchanges where you trade to see exactly what their 

Holiday schedule is.  Volume usually gets light the day just before and the day right after a Holiday. 

Next week’s ‘Market Observations’ will be a much smaller brief summary of next week’s actions.  

Now let’s look at the charts to see what they are telling us. 

 

 

 

 



 

S&P 500 weekly chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Here we see the rally last week was partially given back this 

week without delivering a new record high. 

 

 

S&P 500 daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Here we see the oscillations this week with the gap down on 

Tuesday and the Rally (post Fed) on Wednesday. Thursday gave back part of Wednesday’s gains where 

the 20 day SMA provided support. Friday broke back below the 20 day SMA to give back the rest of 

Wednesday’s gains and test support at the 50 day SMA. The S&P ended this week down -1.94%. 



 

S&P 500 15 min. chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Here we see the pause last week that continued on Monday 

of this week (Grey box). Tuesday saw selling that nearly filled the gap from the prior week’s Tuesday. 

Wednesday saw a pause until the FOMC meeting statement was released and then the rally took off.  

Thursday saw a higher opening that was immediately followed by selling most all day. Friday the selling 

resumed the first hour before a bounce (at the 50 day SMA) and Oscillations forming a Consolidation 

triangle was seen the rest of day before the Sellers showed some convictions the last 30 min. of the 

week that broke below the Consolidation Triangle support that day. 

 

 



 

DJIA weekly chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Dow Industrials gave back about half of last week’s gains 

this week, finding support near the 20 week SMA. 

 

 

DJIA daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Industrials saw some expansion of volatility this week without 

much overall trend. The prior Aug. highs (pale yellow line) saw price oscillate above and blow this line 

this week, with the 20 day SMA providing support Tue. Wed. and Friday. The DJIA ended the week 

down -1.68%.  The DJIA has the smallest decline of the major indexes on our list this week. 



 

NASDAQ weekly chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Here we see some consolidation the prior two weeks and this 

week as the Nasdaq Composite straddles its prior Sept. highs (Yellow line) with the 20 week SMA 

(Yellow) and the 20-month Trend Line (Orange line) providing support. 

 

 

NASDAQ daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – This week remained below its 20 day SMA most of the week, 

and ended the week back below its 50 day SMA. Friday’s dip briefly broke below the 20-month Trend 

Line before bouncing and ending the week down -2.95%. The Nasdaq had the largest decline of the 

major indexes on our list this week. 



 

NASDAQ 15 min. chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Unlike the S&P, we saw a mild drift higher followed by a 

mild drift lower last week that continued on Monday of this week. The decline on Tuesday more than 

filled the gap from a week prior. The post Fed rally Wednesday was fast and strong but was fully given 

back the following day. Friday opened lower for the week then rallied and consolidated as Quad 

Witching worked itself out.  We saw some selling the last 30 min. of the day on Friday that were not 

strong enough to retest the lows of the day. 

 

 

 

 



 

Russell 2000 weekly chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Russell gave back most of last week’s gains this 

week as it continues to respect the Support Trend Line (dark Blue lines) formed by the consolidation 

channel this year. 

 

Russell 2000 daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Russell declined from its 200 day SMA the last two 

days of last week and continued that decline the first two days of this week before finding Support 

near its 20-month Trend Line (Orange line). The Oscillations the last 3 days of this week mostly 

respected the Consolidation Channel Trend Line (dark Blue lines) formed this year, ending the week 

down -1.71%. 



Next we will look at a few key ‘Market Internals’. 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index weekly chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – This breadth momentum index paused its 

decline last week and resumed its decline this week, delivering new 52 week lows in the process. 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Here we see last week’s pause that 

resumed its decline this week. 

 

 



 

NYSE Percent above 200 day SMA daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Last week ended at 50.54% and this 

week we saw a decline to 46.00%. 

 

 

NYSE Percent above 50 day SMA daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Last week we saw a bounce and then a 

decline to end the week at 39.61%. This week we saw a decline to the 30% area, a small bounce to 

about 34% followed by a decline to end the week at 30.42%. 

 

 



 

VIX daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The VIX Oscillated in the 18.5% to 23% range most of this week as 

we nearly saw daily changes in momentum. A VIX above 20% does show us plenty of ‘Uncertainty’ in the 

markets. 

 

 

VVIX daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The VVIX remained well above 112 all of this week and ended the 

week higher, showing us that the Volatility of the Volatility (Uncertainty) increased this week. 

Next we will look at a few key Commodities, Currency and Treasuries. 



 

Oil daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Oil remained within a range between $70 and $73 most all of this 

week, showing little change. 

 

 

Gold daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Gold continued inside its tight range the first two days of this 

week, then dipped Wednesday before beginning its (post Fed) rally. The rally continued Thursday and 

early Friday to above $1800 before drifting lower during the day on Friday, ending the week just below 

$1800 and nearly right on its 50 day SMA. 



 

US Dollar Index daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The US Dollar drifted a little higher (stronger) the first 

two days of this week, then got knocked down post-fed on Wednesday and Thursday, crossing below its 

20 day SMA. Friday saw a bounce to recover most of its losses from the prior two days. 

 

 

US 10 year Treasury daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The 10 year saw strong buying activity on both 

Tuesday and Thursday, on the ‘same’ days that saw strong selling in the S&P and Nasdaq. [Hint] 

 



 

US 10 year Yield daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Yield saw a drop on Monday and Thursday, then 

gapped lower on Friday. 

 

 

US Treasury Yields daily table as of Dec 17, 2021 – We saw a mild flattening of the Yield Curve this 

week as longer terms decreased more than the shorter terms. 

 

 



 

FOMC Balance Sheet weekly chart as of Dec 15, 2021 – The Fed increased its stimulus again this week 

from a total of $8.664524 Trillion (Dec. 8, 2021) last week to a total of $8.756666 Trillion (Dec. 15, 

2021) this week, an increase of $92.142 Billion, bringing the Balance Sheet to a new all time high in the 

process. We have not yet seen a change in this trend, making the word ‘Tapering’ seem like just talk. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Sectors.  

As you look at these charts and the table below, look for clues from both the weakest sectors and the 

strongest this week. Where is each sector currently relative to its 3 key SMAs (20 day, 50 day and 200 

day)?  What do those clues tell you about this market? 

 

 



 

Dow Jones Transportation Index daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Transports declined 4 of 5 days 

this week, testing its 50 day SMA as support Tue. and Wed., then breaking below Thursday and lower 

still on Friday, down -3.51% for the week. 

 

 

XLE daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Energy sector broke below its 20 day SMA on Monday and saw 

lower lows and lower highs the next 2 days. The bounce failed to close above the 20 day SMA on 

Thursday and saw the lowest close for the week on Friday, down a significant -5.01% for the week. 



 

XLF daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Financial sector paused below its 20 day SMA the first 3 days of 

this week, then gapped up to its 50 day SMA on Thursday just to fall back on Friday to deliver the 

lowest lows for the week and close the week down -1.18%. 

 

QQQ daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Tech heavy Nasdaq-100 (QQQ ETF) straddled its 20 day SMA on 

Monday, then gapped down to its 50 day SMA on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a rally from its 50 day SMA to 

above its 20 day SMA. Thursday gave back all of the prior day’s gains and closed nearly on its 50 day 

SMA support. Friday gapped below and mostly remained below its 50 day SMA, ending the week down -

3.29%. 



 

SOXX daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Semiconductor sector dropped below its 20 day SMA on 

Monday and continued a little lower on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a strong rally back above its 20 day 

SMA (post Fed). Thursday gave back all of the prior day’s gains and closed at new lows for the week. 

Friday saw both lower lows and lower highs to close the week down -4.18%. The Semiconductor sector 

briefly led the rally up on Wednesday afternoon and then led the decline back down on Thursday. 

 

XLC daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Communications Services sector has been below all 3 key SMAs 

for about a month. We saw a slow decline the first half of this week, with a post Fed rally late 

Wednesday.  Thursday straddled the 20 day SMA before falling lower on Friday to end the week down -

0.29%. 



 

XLP daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Consumer Staples sector saw a rally continue this week on 

Monday, pause Tuesday and resume higher on Wednesday and Thursday, delivering new all time highs 

on Mon. Wed. and Thursday. Friday saw a pull back to return the prior two days of gains, ending the 

week up +1.36%. Note the above average volume every day but Thursday this week. 

 

 

XLU daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – The Utilities sector also continued its rally this week with higher 

highs on Mon. Wed. and Thursday this week.  We saw new all time highs on Thursday before the pull 

back on Friday to end the week up +1.24%. 



 

Weekly Percent Change US Indexes and Sectors table as of Dec 17, 2021 – The DJIA was the strongest 

Index this week at -1.68% while the Nasdaq Composite was the weakest at -2.95%.   

Leaders this week included: XLV, XME, XLP and XLU.  Laggards this week included: XHB, XLE, XRT, XLY, 

SOXX and XLK.  Looking at the sectors this week, we see that the Materials sector (XME) and Staples 

(XLP) could have components that helped the DJIA a little bit this week.  We can also see how some of 

the weaker sectors included some of the key Tech components this week (SOXX, XLK & XLY).  We can 

clearly see the ‘Flight to Safety’ Leaders this week with XLP and XLU along with the strong buying of US 

Treasuries (10 year) we saw in the carts above. 

 

Daily Percent Change US Indexes table as of Dec 17, 2021 – Note the daily relative strength in the DJIA 

3 days this week that became weak on Friday.  Note also how the QQQ and Transportation Index traded 

off as the weakest on several days this week. Only the post-Fed bounce late Wednesday showed brief 

strength in the QQQ tech names. 



Next we will look at a few key Stocks. 

As we look at each of the biggest 7-8 names below, note how each did this week relative to the QQQ 

Index (-3.29%).  Was each ‘stronger’ or ‘weaker’ than the QQQs this week? 

 

 

AAPL daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Apple saw a strong rally last week that peaked early Monday with 

a new all time high. Selling followed for most of Monday and Tuesday to find support near $172.21. 

Wednesday saw a post-Fed rally that failed to deliver a new high. Thursday briefly traded higher then 

quickly began strong selling most of the day. The selling continued early Friday before bouncing off of 

$169.69 support and consolidating most of the day, ending the week down -4.63%. 

 

 



 

MSFT daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Microsoft saw a small pull back on Monday followed by a gap 

below its 20 day SMA on Tuesday and selling down to nearly its 50 day SMA. Wednesday saw a post-Fed 

bounce from its 50 day to its 20 day SMA. Thursday briefly saw a higher high at the open just to 

immediately begin selling all day down to and closing just below its 50 day SMA. Friday saw a gap down 

to new lows for the week and a close below the 50 day SMA, down -5.47% for the week. Note the high 

volume every day but Monday this week and the Lower Low this week as compared to the All Time High 

on Nov. 22nd. 

 

GOOGL daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Alphabet pulled back to its 20 day SMA on Monday, then gapped 

below its 20 day and 50 day SMAs on Tuesday. The post-Fed rally on Wednesday saw a rally back above 

both its 50 day and 20 day SMAs. Thursday opened briefly higher before selling back below its 20 day 

SMA and closing near its 50 day SMA. Friday saw a gap down and selling to close down -4.24% for the 

week. 



 

AMZN daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Amazon continued its decline Monday below its 50 day SMA. 

Tuesday continued lower below its 200 day SMA and then closing back above its 200 day SMA. 

Wednesday saw a decline continue to lower lows before the post-Fed rally the lifted AMZN back above 

its 50 day SMA. Thursday saw a decline back below its 50 day SMA and a close near its 200 day SMA. 

Friday saw a lower low and lower high than the prior day and a bounce to close back above its 200 day 

SMA, ending the week down -1.27%. 

 

TSLA daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Tesla continued its Decline on Monday as it gapped below its 50 

day SMA and sold lower most of the day. Tuesday saw both lower lows and lower highs than the prior 

day. Wednesday TSLA saw a small post-Fed rally that failed to reach its 50 day SMA. Thursday opened 

higher then sold off to its lowest close of the week. Friday saw both lower lows and lower highs to end 

the week down -8.30%. 

 



 

FB daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Meta saw a mostly horizontal week with wider oscillations on 

Wednesday and a pull back on Thursday that gave back about half of the prior day’s gains. Friday saw a 

narrow range day on high volume to end the week up +1.23%. 

 

 

NVDA daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Nvidia saw a sharp decline on Monday that continued lower on 

Tuesday as the 50 day SMA was tested and provided Support. Wednesday saw a post-Fed rally that 

failed to reach its 20 day SMA. Early Thursday saw the 20 day SMA tested as Resistance before selling 

hard all day and giving back all of the prior day’s gains. Friday saw a lower day with a narrow range 

near its 50 day SMA Support, ending the week down -7.94% and just a few cents below its 50 day SMA. 

 



 

NFLX daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Netflix continued its decline this week with normal range days 

that saw briefly interrupted post-Fed Wednesday. NFLX ended the week down -4.08%. 

 

 

JPM daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – JPM crossed and closed below its 200 day SMA on Monday and 

straddled that SMA the next two days. Thursday saw a gap up that tested its 20 day SMA but failed to 

close above that key SMA. Friday saw a gap down open at its 200 day SMA and sell off to lower lows for 

the week, ending the week down -1.91%. 

 

 



 

COST daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Costco mostly oscillated in a horizontal range this week, with the 

20 day SMA providing Support. Cost ended the week down -2.01% with strong volume on Friday. COST 

delivered new all time highs on both Wednesday and Thursday this week. 

 

 

AMD daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – AMD continued lower on Monday to find support near its 50 day 

SMA. Tuesday dipped below its 50 day SMA but closed back above.  Wednesday saw a post-Fed rally 

nearly up to its 20 day SMA. Thursday gave back most of the prior day’s gains. Friday saw a narrow 

range day just above its 50 day SMA to end the week down -0.58%.  

 

 



 

HD daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Home Depot dropped to its 20 day SMA on Monday, and then gapped 

below the 20 day SMA on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a small post-Fed rally up to its 20 day SMA. Thursday 

saw a decline that gave back all of the prior day’s gains. Friday saw selling continue lower on very 

strong volume to end the week down -6.60%. 

 

 

NUE daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Nucor has been in a horizontal consolidation zone since late 

October. This week we saw some wider range days on strong volume that tested this range again 

between $104 and $121. NUE ended the week up +4.23%. 

 

 



 

V daily chart as of Dec 17, 2021 – Visa saw a strong rally last week up to its 50 day SMA. This week saw 

mostly horizontal consolidation (aka Pause) mostly under its 50 day SMA with the exception of Thursday 

that briefly saw prices just above its 50 day SMA. Friday saw a return to the area below the 50 day SMA 

to end the week down -0.71%. 

 

We clearly saw several clues that show us a ‘Flight to Safety’ market behavior this week with money 

flowing into Consumer Staples, Utilities and Treasuries.  We also saw some potential warning signs on 

Friday this week that could hint at greater Volatility ahead (a rising VVIX and very high volume in many 

key stocks and sectors.  Some of these signs on Friday could be due to the Quad Witching process, but 

we will stay alert into next week just the same. 

Out of the 14 stock charts we posted above (about half are big tech names and the other half are some 

prior leaders), what names, if any, do you see ‘relative’ strength this week?  Where is each relative to 

their 3 key SMAs? Where is price movement relative to any prior Trends? Could some of these ‘stronger’ 

names lead the markets higher when the overall market Trend Changes to Bullish?   

The weakness we saw in the Transportation sector and the Energy sector can speak to ‘lower’ 

expectations in Economic outlook, regardless if it could be due to inflation, supply chain shortages or 

Virus related ‘Shut Downs’ worldwide.    

We saw that the Fed continues to ‘add’ to its Balance Sheet to new record levels of stimulus, and all 

that new money could certainly continue to fuel inflation for a while to come. 

As ‘Objective’ Traders, we base our trading decisions upon the facts we see in the charts, and not 

rumors, feelings, or comments from ‘experts’. We do not need to precisely pick the tops or bottoms, 

we simply need to recognize the evidence from Market Generated Data ( ‘Price’, ‘Time’ and ‘Volume’) 

and then promptly execute our well tested plan when the evidence satisfies our pre-defined criteria. 

Fortunately (as Mark Douglas wrote about in his books) we do not need to know what will happen next 

in the markets to have an overall consistently profitable performance in the long run.  We simply need 



to have a plan that is based upon us taking advantage of when our ‘statistical edge’ presents itself.  

Risk – Reward – and Probabilities are all interlinked with each other.  We define ‘when’ we take action, 

and we only take action when the odds are in our favor as based upon when the Probabilities of reward 

justify a measured Risk. That plan defines our Risk so as to keep losses small while we can also allow 

the average winners to be larger overall. 

Hope this helps. 

Trade Smart. 

CJ 

 


